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Abstract 

In today's competitive world, making appropriate strategic decisions is one of the major 
challenges industries and businesses facing to create competitive advantages in future. 

MCDM approaches can provide an integrated framework for identifying, evaluating and 

prioritizing strategic options. In this article, we put forward a two-stage procedure 
organized as a hybrid methodology to show the usefulness of various MCDM methods 

in real-world cases. The first step is related to shaping the future options by MODM 

techniques, and the second step is concerned with evaluating the options by using 

MADM techniques (SWARA and G-COPRAS). A numerical example in shipbuilding 
industry is then carried out to illustrate the efficiency of the proposed methodology. 

Three scenarios, including “Economic”, “Eco-friendly” and “Midway” are considered 

for the future of merchant fleets according to the global current status. Based on 
SWARA implementing results, the "cost" and "employment" criteria are identified as 

the most important factors in the shipbuilding industry among the 12 identified criteria. 

According to the presented framework, the “Midway” scenario is given the highest 
priority. Finally, regarding to the country's situation in shipbuilding, some suggestions 

have been made in this area. 

Keywords: Multi Criteria Decision Making (MCDM), Multi Objective, Step-Wise 

Weight Assessment Ratio Analysis (SWARA), Complex Proportional Assessment with 
Gray Relations (COPRAS-G), shipbuilding industry.  

 

1- Introduction 
   In recent years, sophisticated technologies, close economic competitions, and many other factors have 

caused decision making about the future consider as a crucial issue for organizational decision making. 
Because the future is full of instability and uncertainty and also technological changes have a high degree 

of uncertainty (Balezentis et al., 2020). So, identifying the future using the best and most appropriate 

forecasting tools helps organizations make the best decisions about their problems (Heidary et al., 2017). 
One of the systematic processes to observing the long-term future and identifying strategic situations 

(including science, technology, economics and society) is the Technology forecasting (Martin, 2010). 

Forecasting known as a systematic process to investigate the dynamic factors affecting future 

environmental changes (Magruk, 2011). 
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   The main purpose of any kind of technology forecasting is to help decision makers (DM) scheming for 
business. To gain competitive advantage managers are advised to abandon their traditional decisions with 

using technology forecasts and move forward with designing up-to-date strategies (Intepe et al., 2013). 

Stout presents three basic principles in the forecasting process: 1) forecasting does not mean seeing the 

future, but rather making it; 2) a person or an organization cannot build the future solely; 3) The new 
knowledge created is of great value (Stout, 1995). Generally, technology forecasting is done in two main 

Heuristic and Normative ways (Martino, 1993). In exploratory methods, the prediction of the future is 

based on existing data and current situation. the future is detected using the knowledge provided from the 
past and the aim is to reach the future from present, but in normative methods, a desired future is 

identified, then the planning needed to achieve the set goals are made (Morlidge & Player, 2010). The 

main Technology forecasting methods (such as Technological Process Analysis, Scanning, Observation 
and Tracking (Miller & Swinehart, 2010)) have been categorized based on creativity, expertise, evidence, 

and interaction required (Popper, 2008). In Process Analysis, in a given technological field patterns are 

extracted by examining historical data, and then extended to the future. Scanning is related to examining 

the trends of any type of event. Observation examines various global trends in the field and tracking 
investigates the technological paths to development (Cho & Daim, 2013). 

   There are a large number of studies recently used the traditional deterministic forecasting tools in 

decision making problems (Fattahi et al. 2003), But governments, companies, and organizations are 
scarcely satisfied with their performance in an unruly and disobedient business environment. In the past 

decades, traditional planning based on market demand has been performed successfully (Gordon et al., 

2020). In fact, the forecasts may be accurate in some cases, but the problem is that many of them is based 
on the similarity of the future with the present status. In real world numerous forces and many 

uncertainties are involved in shaping the future (Bell & Fergus, 2020). However, it must be acknowledged 

that the future is not stable. Hence, definitive forecasts based solely on historical study do not meet the 

needs of leaders and senior executives of organizations in strategic planning. Future-based planning is 
emerging to meet these needs. Such systematic approaches provide situation leaders can discover the 

possible futures with looking at possible events and deeply understanding their consequences (Bozorgi, 

2009). Scenario-based planning is a good example widely used throughout history provides support for 
strategic decisions through the development of a set of scenarios (Hansen& Larsen, 2014). Scenarios 

describe the futures of different states of the external world are valuable tools for decision makers and 

strategists seeking to identify the dimensions of future events, but when these methodologies 

accompanied with the evaluation of alternatives, provides a coherent framework for strategic planning 
(Amer et al., 2013; Witt et al., 2020).  

   Due to the characteristics of strategic problems as listed below, it is necessary to consider different 

dimensions and factors in each case. 
A. Multiple Objectives (Attributes): because of multiple objectives (attributes) of problems, decision 

makers should create relevant indicators in all aspects. 

B. Criteria Conflict: Multiple criteria are usually inconsistent. 
C. Conflicting units: different targets have a separate measurement unit. 

D. Design / Selection: In the real world, there is no universal optimal option, so there must be a 

mechanism can be designed for the most interesting option by all criteria. 

   Therefore, MCDM methods with the ability to consider multiple and conflicting objectives are powerful 
tools to solving large-scale managerial problems is one of the most effective methods to identifying the 

future (Ribeiro et al., 2013). MCDM methods and Future-based planning (foresight) are known as two 

practical scientific and managerial tools used in strategic planning that can be merged in a coherent 
manner, resulting in synergies add value to each other (Goodwin, 2019). In the literature numerous 

models have been used to integrate these two approaches (Stewart et al., 2013). Some researchers have 

been suggested the use of MCDM methodologies in different steps of decision making, e.g. identifying 
future options and their details (Montibeller et al., 2006), or evaluation of the future options (Markovic et 

al., 2020; Goodwin & Wright. 2001). The research using hybrid methods to identify the futures can 

classify into three groups: 1) the first class consists of studies which using MCDM only for formulating 
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feasible options and identifying the future. 2) Studies using MCDM to investigate the consequences of 
options and the balance between the goals as well as identifying the options, and 3) the third involves 

those using the MCDM methods to select the strategic option. Nevertheless, more precise integration can 

be achieved by combining these two approaches in all stages of decision-making process, such as 

identifying strategic options, investigating affecting criteria, and ranking the strategic options (Aruldoss et 
al., 2013; Wright & Goodwin, 2009). In this research, it has been attempted to use this integrated 

approach to provide a comprehensive and efficient methodology to identify future options and evaluate 

them in various aspects. 
   Shipbuilding industry has been recognized as one of the master industries like automobile industry 

(Mohammadi, 2014). Shipbuilding needs to encompass the design and drawings, new building, repair, 

alteration, rehabilitation and finally scrapping of ships, and producing any product or service that may go 
onboard a ship in any phase of shipbuilding process. Therefore, shipbuilding includes not only dockyards 

or shipyards but also all related industries and organizations. Shipbuilding acts as a catalyst for overall 

industrial growth due to spin off to other industries, including steel, engineering equipment, machinery 

ports, infrastructure, trade and shipping simultaneously. It can causes creating employment, paving the 
way for development and entry of new technologies into the industry. The potential of ship building 

industry in contribution to GDP is therefore tremendous (Behera & Misra, 2012). The shipbuilding is the 

hub of industrial development for a marine nation since it endows with great economy and a good 
employment generation (direct impact), contributes through linkage industries (indirect impact), and 

enhances purchasing power of people (induced impact). But for all nations, industrial development 

involves adopting and planning appropriate supportive policies. An important point is that some strategic 
industries must be supported in which the country has competitive advantage. shipbuilding industry, as 

one of the major strategic industries that can be the driving force of other sectors and affecting the 

country's socio-economic growth, has always been the focus of development policy makers in developing 

countries. For instance, the experience of the South Korean can be mentioned in shipbuilding industry 
that until the early 1970s was a backward industry active only in producing small fishing vessels. Since 

then, with the aims of earning money and increasing exports some strategic planning was developed, 

consequently, in 1980, Hyundai Heavy Industries, Deawoo and Samsung could achieve 25 percent of the 
world market. In Korea, there are now about 100,000 people are working in this industry, generating a 

large share of national income (Macooyizad, 2009). 

   Positioning the country at the crossroads of world trade, having about 5,800 kilometers of maritime 

boundary, easy access to International waters, factories with the potential of the appropriate capacities, as 
well as high capability to build and repair a variety of vessels can be mentioned as some advantages of 

high potential in maritime transportation of Iran. In addition, the deprivation of coastal cities and the need 

for employment in the country have given greater attention to investment on investment in shipbuilding 
industry (Rezayi et al., 2015). However, despite of expected bright prospects, this sector could not 

develop as much as thought of due to many challenges which need to overcome in order to make the 

nation prosperous. Therefore, it is very significant to study the potentials of shipbuilding industries in Iran 
and identify the deficits. Despite of investments in ship making, Iran has not yet an acceptable share 

among the world ship makers. One of the most important causes is then unfamiliarity with this industry. 

On the other hand, insufficient knowledge of abilities and capacities in the country, shortage of domestic 

financial resources, weakness of private section to meet long term goals, legal restrictions in private 
section and various obstacles in the way of importing required technology have decreased domestic 

production and leaded shipping companies to order from Daewoo, Samsung and Chinese companies. 

However, Iran is one of the largest buyers of vessels in the world, ranging from large ones (500,000 tones 
for oil transportation) to smaller ones (for transportation to other countries) (Mohammadi, 2014). While 

the most main contributes of shipbuilding in China, South Korea and Japan property is that supporting 

domestic production and refusing to order vessels from foreign companies. So, the most important step is 
to meet domestic needs then increase share of global markets in the future by recognizing the country's 

capabilities, supporting domestic production, and reducing shipbuilding order to foreign companies. 

Currently Iran with 1.04% of the world's maritime fleet, has been placed on 21st ranks, (Panahi & 
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Ebrahimi, 2014) in which about 2% of the national vessels’ tonnage is domestically manufactured, while 
the other share is purchased from other countries (Safarqoli et al., 2015). Based on this information, by 

drawing different feasible future can be identified by taking into account various economic, social and 

environmental factors for the shipbuilding industry globally, Iran's position in the global profile can be 

improved with making the appropriate long-term decisions. But the existence of uncertainties in unstable 
conditions on the one hand and different factors and attributes on the other hand, not only affect the 

quality of managers decisions but also the decisions lose their effectiveness made without regard to the 

global trends (Tomorrow's Development Foundation report, 2005). 
   Past researches have tried to identify the future of shipbuilding industry by selecting various approaches 

which some of them have a global concerning and the others adopting national approach. For example, 

Lloyd’s Register report to identify the marine trade scenarios in 2030, with investigating the key driving 
forces and uncertainties in all over the world, has developed three options "status quo", "normal world" 

and "competitive countries" (Lloyd’s Register report). Russia first has identified key trends and global 

challenges for the leading countries, but has developed four national possible options based on two 

uncertainties, innovative activities and development of the national economy (Dekhtyaruk et al., 2014). 
Similarly, another research has been done by Arctic Ocean Research and Development Committee 

(Brigham, 2008). In EU Maritime Transport and Economic Department report regarding to sustainability 

three options has been developed for shipping industry (International and EU Shipping report, 2015). But 
another research in addition to identifying future options for Shipping 2050, also the strategic plans has 

been developed (Adaptive Edge’s summary report). A number of research projects found in Indian 

shipbuilding industry that seek the performance, challenges and opportunities (Sharma, 2017; Anandh & 
Raju, 2018) only for naval types (Behera & Misra, 2012), similarly a research has been done in 

Bangladesh to identify the probable prospects (Rahman, 2017). There are some internal studies such as 

the Iran's 10-year Maritime Strategic Plan (Iranian Industrial Development and Renovation Organization 

report, 2015), and the PAMFA research project (Nazemi & Ghadiri, 2010).  
   Most of the research mentioned is conducted to identifying the future of the shipbuilding industry with a 

qualitative approach, but there is also some research using quantitative approach along with qualitative 

consideration in which more valuable results are obtained. For example, Meng and Wang have proposed a 
multi-period liner ship fleet planning problem formulated as a scenario-based dynamic programming 

model (Meng & Wang, 2011). Therefore, quantitative approaches are used in this research to help making 

appropriate decisions on management issues are mainly done by qualitative approach. 

   Another key factor that can cause to make the research valid and high quality is the use of global 
information to identify the possible futures. Because one of the main aims of forecasting technology is to 

develop the amount of exports, if national data is used, all probable scenarios cannot be accurately and 

quantitatively developed. For instance check (Adaptive Edge’s summary report; International and EU 
Shipping report, 2015; Lloyd’s Register report) in shipbuilding industry. So, in this research global 

information has been used to develop the alternatives. 

   In Future studies, it is essential that the options identified (possible futures) has been evaluated and 
ranked according to different criteria. The ranking provides the conditions to select the appropriate 

strategic actions based on options priorities. Accordingly, decision makers try to make the internal options 

or choose the most likely ones interacted with external factors and plan accordingly, like the case of this 

study. However, in shipbuilding industry no research has been done yet with this aim, whereas the 
development of industry has been affected by a variety of factors a range from economic criteria (such as 

foreign investment (Radfar, 2012)), environmental criteria (such as pollution and greenhouse, especially 

co2 emissions) and social criteria (such as employment). All of these factors can be traced under the 
sustainable development umbrella. 

   Sustainability is one of the main challenges of the recent decades adopted by the United Nations 

(Hansmann et al., 2012) includes an integrative concept of economic, environmental, and social aspects. 
Sustainable development implies satisfying the needs of the present generation without compromising the 

ability of future generations to meet their own needs (Stojcic et al., 2019). In order to achieve 

sustainability, besides technological and economic aspects, environmental and social aspects also need to 
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be considered, so we need to evaluate the performance of a wide variety of criteria, parameters and 
uncertainties (Cinelli et al., 2014). In this case, achieving a balance between the different pillars is the 

most important principle and different goals must grow in proportion to each other. So Sustainable 

development can be supported by MCDM tools (Zavadskas et al., 2018) because of its ability to 

considering multiple information and its flexibility and facilitating the dialogue between stakeholders and 
experts (Cinelli et al., 2014). For example, (Mavi et al., 2017) using the fuzzy SWARA and fuzzy 

MOORA methods, selected a third-party provider of reverse logistics service in the plastics industry or 

(Ghorabaee et al., 2018) a new hybrid fuzzy MCDM approach for evaluation of construction equipment 
with sustainability considerations. Yet based on the diversity of the sustainable assessment objective, the 

pillars or criteria which should be considered can vary. Therefore, it is essential to identify effective 

criteria for evaluation in any decision issue (Cinelli et al., 2014). Also, the shipbuilding planning gets 
more constrained than before and the specific spheres should be considered, resulting in a multi-criteria 

problem. What was regarded in the past as a cost minimization problem should now be evaluated also 

under a Sustainable Development perspective. Therefore, this research, after developing global strategic 

options by MODM model, tries to identify indicators affecting the shipbuilding industry in the field of 
sustainable development, then in the next step the strategic options should be evaluated based on them by 

MADM applying.  

 

2- Literature review 
   Literally a huge number of MCDM methodologies have been proposed (Jain et al., 2020). In addition to 
application in daily decision-making in different fields (Stevic et al., 2020), MCDM tools have been 

applied to a wide array of examples in the strategic planning (Khanmohammadi, 2019). Recent examples 

range from formulating and prioritizing strategies (Tjader et al., 2014) to designing strategic map 
(Quezada et al., 2018; Lopez et al., 2017), or performance evaluation (Balezentis et al., 2020; Acun, et al., 

2019) among many others implemented in a variety of areas such as water management (Jesiya et al., 

2020; Srdjevic, 2007) or renewable energy sources ranking for electricity generation (Lee & Chang, 

2018). It is an important point in the case of using MCDA tools to select the appropriate method to solve 
the specific problems (Alizadeh et al., 2020; Guarini et al., 2018). Yet recently in real decision-making 

problems hybrid MCDM approaches are known more valuable than sole one (Markovic et al., 2020; 

Marttunen, 2017). The example of MCDM combination methods is the using an integrated fuzzy MCDM 
model applied for prioritization of renewable energy alternatives (Colak & Kaya, 2017) or an integrated 

model for prioritizing strategies of the Iranian mining sector (Fouladgar et al., 2011). The formation of 

two MADM methods that one of them determine the importance of attributes and the other know the rank 

of alternatives is one of the combined methods that has been used frequently, e.g. (Ulutas, 2019; 
Zavadskas et al., 2019; Maghsoodi et al., 2019; Rajesh & Malliga, 2018; Sadeghi & Kazemi, 2018) 

Similarly, fewer studies have combined MODM and MADM approaches (Rajabi et al., 2020; Ribeiro et 

al., 2013). Brand & Missaoui have been conducted a two-stage study to identify the future of power 
generation resources in which the alternatives have been developed with regard to supply, demand and 

investment information. In the second stage the proposed alternatives have been evaluated based on 

economic and non-economic measures such as energy security, environmental and social welfare impacts 
by using TOPSIS method (Brand & Missaoui, 2014). 

    In Komiyama study, the Japan's long-term scenarios of nuclear in 2050 by a dynamic optimal power 

generation mix model have been identified, and then an evaluation has been performed based on carbon 

regulation as well as other criteria (Komiyama & Fujii, 2015). In another work, at first two advanced 
optimization models have been applied for EU energy policy scenarios development, then several 

advanced MADM (WASPAS, ARAS, TOPSIS) have been applied for energy policy scenarios ranking in 

which a Monte Carlo simulation was applied for sensitivity analysis of scenarios ranking (Balezentis & 
Streimikiene, 2017). Eventually Wang is of the view that the process of MCDM application can be 

consisted of 1) alternatives generation, 2) establishment of evaluation criteria system, 3) determination of 

criteria weights, and 4) rank of alternatives (Wang et al., 2019). Thus, the mentioned approach is applied 
here. More details about the methodology selected have been presented in section 3. 
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   On one side there in MCDM application is plenty of approaches presented in the literature to support 
sustainable development to evaluate alternatives obtained, (Khedrigharibvand et al., 2019; Zolfani & 

Chatterjee, 2019; Pohekar & Ramachandran, 2004) which according to their field of study has identified 

the criteria and sub-criteria into different categories. Although most of them is related to the classification 

of sustainability criteria into three economic, social and environmental pillars (Liobikiene et al., 2019). 
   On the other hand, as mentioned in the previous section, there are many examples to support the view 

that MCDM methods are useful to apply to future studies (Watrobski et al., 2019; Strantzali & Aravossis, 

2016; Bishop et al., 2007). In this case, in shipbuilding industry, the study of Radfar aims to identify and 
prioritize various foreign investment methods for technology transferring in ship making industry based 

on a Fuzzy multi criteria decision making approach (Radfar, 2012). Meng proposes a multi-period liner 

ship fleet planning problem for a liner container shipping company formulated as a scenario-based 
dynamic programming model consisting of a number of integer linear programming formulations for each 

single planning period, and the model have been solved by an acyclic network (Meng & Wang, 2011). 

However, to identify the future of the shipbuilding industry, a number of studies have been carried out 

with a qualitative approach completely (Brigham, 2008) or partially (International and EU Shipping 
report, 2015) used in this research to obtain alternatives and criteria. Krylov State Research Centre has 

carried out a research to outline the shipbuilding industry future based on assessment of the current state 

in the global and domestic shipbuilding to forecast the changes up to 2030by a long-term forecasting 
instrument with account of contextual factors (Dekhtyaruk et al., 2014).  

  Global Marine Trends 2030 prepared by Lloyd’s Register’s Strategic Research Group to seek global 

issues that affect the marine industry, alongside the identification of future scenarios, proposes an 
evaluation based on demographic, economic and natural resources and environmental factors (Lloyd’s 

Register report). In a report on the Maritime Shipping 2050 Scenarios, with regard to key uncertainties 

(including macroeconomics, energy, demand, environmental and carbon-free economies, infrastructure, 

social issues and local economy) identified by experts’ panel and stakeholder dialogues, 4 options have 
been identified, then in the terms of options, the strategic actions have been outlined. Ultimately the 

number of merchant fleets has been forecasted (Adaptive Edge’s summary report). Similarly, European 

shipping has identified three future alternatives with regard to economic, environmental and social factors 
(CO2 emission, fuel cost, safety, workforce and other economic issues). In the second stage the 

alternatives performance has been compared with regard to some criteria such as marine trade growth, 

technological development, transportation market development, environmental issues, employment, 

security, incentives, ports development, education, investment, pricing, speed, and productivity growth 
(International and EU Shipping report, 2015). In the study of Ardakani has been presented an analysis of 

marine traffic of Iranian commercial ports with development two future scenarios in order to predict the 

size and number of non-oil vessels (Ardakani et al.). In 10-Year Strategic Plan for the marine industry of 
Iran the following scenarios have been carried out based on the economic situation of the country and the 

likely trends ahead: 1-average economic growth over the 5 past years, 2- continuation of the 8 past years 

of fleet development and 3-average 25-year economic growth (4.5% economic growth rate). In which the 
total number and tonnage of the fleet, the market value of the fleet, and capacity upgrades, renovations, 

and shipbuilding activities up to 2025 have been calculated (Iranian Industrial Development and 

Renovation Organization report, 2015). In the Iran Appropriate Technologies Guide (PAMFA) project, 

scenarios have been identified by key factors and drivers which was economic growth, industrialization of 
coastal areas, sanctions, offshore industries, foreign investment, export and import volume, funding, 

pollution, national authority, laws (investment, customs, etc.), privatization and regional cooperation, 

environmental protection, Specialist workforce, supportive industries, offshore employment rates 
(Nazemi & Ghadiri, 2010). 

    Regarding what has been say in the previous sections, this study aims to preset a comprehensive 

methodology to illustrate the efficiency of MCDM methods in both generation and evaluation strategic 
future alternatives with a view of sustainable development in real-world decision making (as described in 

section 3). To show the usefulness of methodology mentioned a real numerical example has been applied 

in shipbuilding industry (as described in section 4). 
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3- Research framework 
   In this research, to help decision makers, three MCDM methods are applied as a hybrid model based on 

MODM and MADM approach in which MADM method is included of SWARA and COPRAS presented 
by Hashemkhani Zolfani and Zavadskas at the first time (Kersuliene et al, 2010). MODM technique 

utilized to identify the strategic alternatives, SWARA is used for weighting the criteria, and COPRAS-G 

is applied for ranking the alternatives based on the target criteria. The research framework is shown in 

figure 1. 
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Fig1. Methodological approach of the research 

 

   Regarding to figure 1, the methodology proposed has been implemented in three phases, the first step 

involves implementing the MODM model in which the objective functions and model constraints are 

considered as inputs. Based on the results obtained different scenarios as the future options are identified. 

Second phase is related to criteria selection with regard to previous studies and the research guide panel 
judgment, and also determination of criteria importance with using SWARA method. In this section it is 

necessary to identify the appropriate experts on the topic to calculate the weight of the criteria based on 

the survey. Finally, the last step is to ranking alternatives with using COPRAS-G method and survey 
study again. 

   It is important notice that as results are made from personal judgment in the case of using MCDM 

methodologies, there are no universal best solutions. So, in this research, a panel of experts on 
shipbuilding industry is invited to discuss the diversity of preferences and viewpoints for the future of the 

merchant fleets. The expert survey was conducted in two stages. At the first time they were asked to 

determine the importance of criteria selected to implement the SWARA method and the second time to 

evaluate performance of criteria in terms of each alternative. The expert committee consisted of 10 
members, 3 of whom were graduated in bachelor degree, 2 had a master's degree, and the others were 

PHD graduated. In order to ensure the effective participation of experts it was decided to select persons 

based on 4 characteristics which was knowledge and experience to the subject, tendency and enough time 
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to elaborate, and effective communication skills (Ranjbar et al., 2016). In the next section the methods 
used is explained briefly. 

 

3-1- Proposed approach 
3-1-1- SWARA method  

   To evaluate the criteria this study has implied the step-wise weight assessment ratio analysis (SWARA) 

technique utilized by Kersuliene for the first time in 2010. SWARA is called as a purely judgmental 
approach because of its basis on expert opinions. SWARA allows including experts, lawyers or dispute 

party’s opinion about significance ratio of the attributes in the process of rational decision determination 

(Kersuliene et al, 2010). In fact, the importance of criteria has been determined in terms of the expert’s 

implicit knowledge, information and experience. The weights are then determined based on the average 
value of the scores obtained by the experts. The use of SWARA as one of the group decision-making 

tools is recommended in high-level and very important decisions based on the consensus of experts 

(Kiyani, 2017). As mentioned, the main feature of SWARA method is the possibility to estimate experts 
or interest groups opinion about significance ratio of the attributes in the process of their weight 

determination (Kersuliene et al., 2010). Easy to understand, fewer paired comparisons regarding to the 

AHP and ANP methods and suitable to use in the variety range of decision problems is the advantages of 
SWARA method (Ghenai et al., 2020). Besides, compared to other similar methods, expert’s consultation 

with each other increases the accuracy of the results. The main steps of the SWARA method are as 

follows: 

Step1: Determining criteria ranks  
At first, the criteria considered by the decision makers are sorted according to the degree of importance. 

So, the most important criteria are sorted in the higher ranks and the least important ones are in the lower 

ranks based on their expected significances 
Step2: selecting comparative importance of average value (Sj) 

In this step for each particular criterion the relative importance in relation to the previous one is expressed 

by respondents (Sj) 
Step3: calculation of coefficients (Kj) 

The Kj coefficient, which is a function of the comparative importance, is calculated using the equation1. 
𝑘𝑗 = 𝑠𝑗 + 1  (1) 

Step4: Calculating the recalculated weight (Qj) 
Determine the recalculated weight as equation 2. In this regard, it should be noted that the weight of the 

first criterion, the most important one, is considered equal to one. 

𝑞𝑗 =
𝑞𝑗−1

𝑘𝑗
   (2) 

Step5: constructing final weights (Wj) 

The last step calculates the final weights of the criteria, which is also the normalized weight, by means of 

equation 3. 

𝑤𝑗 =
𝑞𝑗

∑ 𝑞𝑗
  (3) 

 

3-1-2- Gray System 
    Gray theory, introduced by Deng in 1982, is one of the mathematical concepts widely used in MCDM 

which its application in mathematical analysis of unknown and incomplete information systems has a 

growing trend (Deng, 1982). Generally, the information about decision makers preferences for various 
reasons based on their qualitative judgment is expressed. Furthermore, in practice the judgment of 

decision makers is often uncertain and cannot be expressed by precise numerical values. Each gray 

system is described by gray numbers, gray equations, and gray matrices, in which gray numbers are 

known as atoms and cells of the system (Lin et al., 2020). If the clear and transparent information of a 
system is visualized as a white color and the completely unknown information as a black, then the 
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information of most systems in the nature isn’t white or black (completely known or completely 
unknown), but a mixture of these two types, the gray color. Such systems are called gray systems whose 

main characteristic is the incomplete information. Indeed, the gray number can be defined as a number 

with uncertain information (Trujillo & Verdegay, 2020). For example, the ranking of criteria in a 

decision-making problem is expressed as linguistic variables that can be described in numerical intervals. 
In other words, gray number refers to a number whose exact value is unknown but the interval that 

contains the value is known. A gray number can be defined as follows: 
⨂ ∈  [𝑎, 𝑏] 
   As numerical variables used in mathematical calculations, in gray logic linguistic variables are used 

which accepted words and sentences instead of numbers (table1) (Chavan & Patil, 2020). 

 

Table1. Gray logic linguistic variables 

codes Linguistic expressions Gray values 
VL  Very Low [0-1] 
L Low [1-3] 
M Medium [3-5] 
H High [5-8] 

VH Very High [8-10] 

 

3-1-3- Complex Proportional Assessment (COPRAS-G) 

   The Complex Proportional Assessment method with gray relationships is one of the evaluating options 

methods with multiple criteria in terms of intervals used to select best option in regard to the other 
alternatives (Maity et al., 2012). The COPRAS-G method is the extension of COPRAS method presented 

at the first time by Zavadskas in 1996 (Zavadskas & Kaklauskas, 1996). By himself in 2008 with 

considering gray system, the COPRAS-G method was developed (Zavadskas et al., 2008). In which the 
attributes adequately describing the alternatives are determined by the gray method and the rank of 

options by stepwise evaluations in terms of importance and utility. However, there is usually some 

uncertainty involved in all multi-attribute model inputs (Zavadskas et al., 2009). COPRAS-G using clear 
intervals and simple language provide an effective way of dealing with dim judgments and uncertainties 

(Raut et al., 2019). The procedure of applying the COPRAS-G method consists in the following steps 

(Zavadskas et al., 2009): 

 The first step is defining options and selecting the most important criteria. 

 The second step is constructing the decision matrix (⨂𝑥 with m alternatives and n criteria) in which 

lower bound (lij) and upper bound (uij) is calculated like equation 4. 

  

⨂𝑋 = [𝑙𝑖𝑗 , 𝑢𝑖𝑗] =  [
[𝑙11 , 𝑢11] … [𝑙1𝑛  , 𝑢1𝑛]

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
[𝑙𝑚1 , 𝑢𝑚1] … [𝑙𝑚𝑛  , 𝑢𝑚𝑛]

]     𝑖 = 1,2, . . , 𝑚; 𝑗 = 1,2, . . , 𝑛 
  (4) 

 

 The third step is the normalization of the decision matrix (⨂�̅�), which is done by the following 
formula (equation5) 

 

�̅�𝑖𝑗 =
𝑥𝑖𝑗

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1

   𝑖 = 1,2, . . , 𝑚; 𝑗 = 1,2, . . , 𝑛  (5) 

 

 The fourth step calculate the weighted decision matrix (⨂�̂�) by using Eq.6 formula. (The weights 

have been obtained by the SWARA method). 

 
⨂�̂� =  ⨂𝑋 ̅. 𝑊  (6) 
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 The fifth step: calculation the positive and negative indicators. The positive indicator (Pi) is obtained 
from sum of positive criteria and the negative indicator (Ri) is obtained from sum of negative criteria. 

In this step, whitening the gray numbers is also done (equation7). 

P𝑖 =  ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗

𝑘

𝑗=1

=
1

2
  ∑(𝑙𝑖𝑗 +  �̂�𝑖𝑗)

𝑘

𝑗=1

  (7) 

For positive criteria (profits) 

R𝑖 =  ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑚
𝑗=1 =

1

2
  ∑ (𝑙𝑖𝑗 + �̂�𝑖𝑗)𝑘

𝑗=1   For negative criteria (costs) 

 

 The sixth step calculates the comparative importance of options (Qi). So, in this step the ranking of 

alternatives will be done (Eq.8). 

 

𝑄𝑖 = 𝑃𝑖 + 
𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛  ∑ 𝑅𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑅𝑖  ∑
𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑅𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1

  𝑜𝑟 𝑄𝑖 = 𝑃𝑖 + 
 ∑ 𝑅𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑅𝑖  ∑
1
𝑅𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1

    

R𝑚𝑖𝑛 = min R𝑖   𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛 

 (8) 

 
 The seventh step is to prioritize the option. An alternative with better performance in relation to the 

criteria would be in priority. The more Qi, the more Ui (its utility) value (Eq.9). 

 

𝑈𝑖 =
𝑄𝑖

𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥
∗ 100 

 (9) 

 
In this formula Qi and Qmax show the importance of options. In COPRAS-G, the quantitative utilities of 

options are shown with percentage, a rage from 0% up to 100%. As a result, the COPRAS-G shows the 

direct and indirect dependency of the alternatives (Zolfani et al., 2012). 
 

4- Implementation and numerical results 
   In this section, we describe the application of the proposed integrated model to a real-world case to 

illustrate its usefulness. 

 

4-1- Case illustration 
   In this study the construction of merchant fleets has been considered. For all nations after meeting 

internal need, increasing the share of ship order and the amount of vessels export is a most favorite desire 
future. If the planning not selected in global level, there isn’t any chance to develop scenario desired. So, 

in order to keep a comprehensive and holistic approach in future alternative identifying, MODM model 

has been carried out in global level. 

   Since the first and most important step of planning is to realize the dominant space of the case to select 
the accurate goals and components, this section examines the conditions and characteristics of the 

shipbuilding industry in the world and in Iran. In order to stabilize and improve the position of 

shipbuilding in the country, first it is necessary to study the conditions and trends of the world market. 
The shipbuilding industry is largely owned by Asian countries such as Japan (20%), China (36%) and 

South Korea (34.4%) in 20171. Emerging countries such as Vietnam, India, Turkey, Brazil, and the 

Philippines have also seen significant growth in attracting orders2. Failure to grow in our country is one of 

the issues discussed for many years and created different perspectives between the poles of this industry. 
According to recent year statistics, the global need for different ship types is increasing and ship orders 

will make a huge market in next years. Our country, with its large shipping and fleets (Twenty-third in the 

world1), should also develop a clear policy for equipping (buying or building) the fleets. 

                                                             
1 https://stats.unctad.org/shipbuilding 
2 https://stats.unctad.org/handbook/MaritimeTransport/MerchantFleet.html#ref_Unctad_2018a 

https://stats.unctad.org/shipbuilding
https://stats.unctad.org/handbook/MaritimeTransport/MerchantFleet.html#ref_Unctad_2018a
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   As follows, two indicators are considered to recognize what kind of vessels should be selected for future 
planning:  

1. The demand is high; 2. The trend of demand is upward with higher slope; 

So, the trend of demand in last years has been examined to choose the types of merchant fleets. Merchant 

fleets are the vessels using for transportation, differ from military, tankers, and fuel vessels. They can be 
categorized according to different views (Moonesan, 2012). In recent years the share of bulk cargo has 

been increased significantly. This increase is also evident in relation to containerized cargo (figure 2), so 

in this case we consider the Bulk carrier and Container vessels.  
 

 
3selected years (Millions of tons loaded) International seaborne trade,Fig2.  

 
   Based on UNCTAD report, the fleet Ownership of Iran is 18816 Thousand DWT (1.02 percent of the 

world) and the Fleet National flag 6598 Thousand DWT (0.35 percent of the world)4. According to the 

Iran Marine Fund, about 2 percent of the Iran's vessels tonnage is made domestically, while the other 

quota has been purchased from other countries. While the capacity of medium vessels in the country 
yards is about 40 per year, annually 22 medium vessels are produced and about 30 foreign steel vessels 

are purchased and registered by Iranian owners and so far, only five ocean-containers have been 

manufactured in Iran (Maritime Development Fund report, 2014). This information clearly indicates a 
lack of proper utilization of the industry's capacities and inappropriate position compared to other 

countries in the region. 

   As a result, despite the importance of maritime transportation, the extent of its use worldwide and the 

plentiful benefits the growth provides for the country, currently not only there isn’t any long-term 
planning for the expansion of the shipbuilding industry, but also national vessels are unable to meet the 

internal need. Therefore, it is necessary to first identify the future of the industry globally. Then to create 

competitiveness in this area try to meet the country's needs and export vessels by making the appropriate 
decisions in a timely manner. Thus, given the constraints, uncertainties and other factors affecting the 

industry in future, next sections outline the target problem to determine the merchant fleets required 

(future options) (section 4-2) and evaluate the alternatives preference to assist decision makers (4-3, 4-4). 

 

4-2- Scenarios generation 
   In this section the process of scenario identification with using MODM model has been explained. 
Given the popularity and acceptability of future studies in the 2050 horizon, example in maritime future 

study Adaptive Edge’s summary report, the planning timeline in this research has been selected also 

2050.  Bulk carriers and Containers have been considered in this study as two main types of merchant 
fleet. The Bulk carriers are designed in bulk (without packaging) to carry dry loads. The bulk cargoes 

include grains, coal, fertilizers, minerals, sugar and wood carried usually on deck (Saif, 1994). The Bulk 

                                                             
3 Source: Review of Maritime Transport, various issues. For 2006–2017, the breakdown by cargo type is based on Clarksons Research, 2018a. 
4 https://unctadstat.unctad.org/CountryProfile/MaritimeProfile/en-GB/364/index.html 

https://unctadstat.unctad.org/CountryProfile/MaritimeProfile/en-GB/364/index.html
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carriers considered in this study include Capsize, Panamax, Handymax, and Handy size. Yet, because of 
difficulty and Time-consuming the process of loading and unloading ships, nowadays it is attempted that 

goods are loaded into standard sized containers and shifted by containers. Accordingly, many smaller 

loads can be accommodated inside a unit which makes handling much faster and easier. To fit easily, 

Containers have standard dimensions shown in TEU 5 scales. For example, the 2000TEU means the 
vessel can carries 2000 20-foot containers (Moonesan, 2012). The Containers considered in this study 

includes Capsize, Panamax, 725 TEU, 1100 TEU, 17-00 TEU, 2750 TEU, 3700 TEU, and 4800 TEU. 

   To identify the future options at first, the multi objective problem has been developed in which 
considered three objective functions: cost, speed of transportation, and fuel consumption. The cost 

objective function considered total expenditure of vessel construction (equation 10), The second objective 

is trying to maximize the total speed of goods transportation (equation 11), and for the last one (equation 
12), although in terms of energy saving, maritime transport is one of the best ways to transport cargos, 

efforts to find a solution to save more fuel in order to increase the energy efficiency have continued in 

shipping. In order to provide a desired level of future transportation system, the achievement of greater 

productivity must be considered with the increasing demand in maritime transportation parallelly (Walker 
et al., 2019). A constraint has been added to the model to satisfy the demand (equation 13). In addition, 

due to the importance of reducing carbon footprint in maritime transportation, greenhouse gas emissions 

have also been considered as a constraint (equation 14). Due to the different performance of each 
commercial vessel and the need for all variants to be there into the vessel portfolios, the relevant 

constraint has been developed to make sure that each vessel type supply at least 10% of its tonnage 

demand (equation 15). Because although there are fewer giant vessels around the world at the present, 
experts believe that with the advent of science and newfound technologies, we will see paradigms shift in 

the shipbuilding industry, with the fast and massive vessels and they will replace today's less efficient 

ships. 

1
 

m n

ij i j

j i

Min z C X      

(10) 

2
 

m n

ij i j

j i

Max z S X   

(11) 

2
 

m n

ij i j

j i

Min z FC X      

(12) 

. .S T  
m

ij i j i

j

a X D        i        

(13) 

n m

ij i j

i j

e X U                
(14) 

ij ij ia X L D 
      ,i j   

(15) 

  x
ij

Integer variable  
 

 
   In which Cij, FCij, Sij, Di, aij and eij represent respectively the ship price, fuel consumption speed, 

demand, capacity, and CO2 emission value in given vessel type. Xij is the decision variable problem where 

i represents the type of vessel and j represents the relevant size. Also, U is the upper limit of the emission 

limit for the entire vessel profile. L is the minimum capacity required for each type of vessel. 

                                                             
5 Twenty Foot Equivalent 
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   The proposed model is solved with Constraint Method using the General Algebraic Modeling System 
(GAMS) to identify future alternatives and possible scenarios in the shipbuilding industry. The points 

obtained as results of this step are given in table 2.  

 
Table2. Results of MODM model 

fuel consumption (z3) speed of transportation 
(z2) 

Cost (z1) Vessels Profile Alternatives 
(Scenario) 

400915.7 1075145.7 436300 (3165, 1072, 1313, 2326, 1904, 952, 
714, 408, 1586, 238) 

Economic 

227566.6 788137.5 570140 (3165, 1072, 1313, 2326,14996, 952, 
714, 408, 318, 238) 

Eco-Friendly 

311596.9 909990.4 481480 (2039, 3738, 1314, 2326, 5957, 953, 
714, 1169, 318, 238) 

Midway 

 

   With regard to table 2, the points gained from MODM are the options for the future of the shipbuilding 

industry. Since each of them is affected by different drivers, in fact the realization is not certain. 
Accordingly, they can be considered as scenarios can be evaluated by specific criteria. 

   In the "economic" scenario, a portfolio of merchant fleets has been considered to have the least 

construction expenditure. It is to be noted that the best performance in terms of transportation speed is 

happened in this option, but the main problem with this option is a grate confliction with Sustainable 
Development compared to the other options, because of the high fuel consumption. In contrast, in the 

"Eco-Friendly" scenario, there is the least fuel consumption but the highest cost of construction. In this 

option the world is moving towards environment friendly processes, including clean energy technologies, 
but the speed of cargo transportation is lower in comparative with the others. Consequently, the cargo 

movement will be at a significantly slower rate. Considering today’s technology advancement, this seems 

out of mind. In the "Midway" scenario, although there isn’t any best performance, but there is a normal 
value of the goals considered, which can provide some degree of satisfaction in all aspects. In this 

scenario technological advances and environmental laws make the design and operation of vessels more 

efficient totally.  

    In the light of the explanations given, it is clear that none of the options can be prioritized over the 
others, yet it is necessary to prioritize them according to specific criteria as implied in following section.  

 

4-3- criteria selection 
   In this section a documentary study was conducted to review the background of shipbuilding and 

maritime studies to find out all the criteria which play a key role in the future of the vessels. With 

summarizing all the criteria identified, in order to verification, the criteria were reviewed several times 
within the framework of the focus group method with industry experts and academic professors. So based 

on the experts' agreement, finally a list of criteria was provided. The criteria and their descriptions are 

given in table 3, as follows:
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Table3. Key criteria description and results of SWARA method 

code criteria description references 

Comparative 
importance of 
average value 

sj 

Coefficient 
𝑘𝑗 = 𝑠𝑗 + 1 

Recalculated 
weight 

𝑞𝑗 =
𝑞𝑗−1

𝑘𝑗
 

Weight 

𝑤𝑗 =
𝑞𝑗

∑ 𝑞𝑗
 

C1 Cost 
Includes total expenditure of vessel construction (Raw 

materials, labor and other manufacturing costs) 

(Kannan et al., 2020; 
Qstergaard et al., 2020; 

Straton et al., 2011) 
- 1 1 0.393504 

C2 Employment 
The amount of employment created in the process of 

vessels construction 
(Nazemi et al., 2014; 

Komiyama & Fujii, 2015) 
0.9 1.9 0.526316 0.207108 

C3 Local income 

Given the deprivation of some coastal cities and the need 
for income and employment, development of 

shipbuilding in these areas will have a profound impact 
on improving the quality of life. 

(Khokhar et al., 2020; 
Ribeiro et al., 2013; 
Nazemi et al., 2014) 

0.7 1.7 0.309598 0.121828 

C4 Energy saving 
Given the limitations of energy resources, the importance 

of energy saving in this area is considered. 
(Qin et al., 2008; berga et 

al., 2016) 
0.5 1.5 0.206398 0.081219 

C5 
Development of 

export 
Rate of change in import and export of vessels. 

(Dekhtyaruk et al., 2014; 
Nazemi et al., 2014) 

0.3 1.3 0.158768 0.062476 

C6 
Environment 
effects and 
pollution 

Environmental impacts (such as co2 emissions, water 
pollution and damage caused by waste and recycling 

materials) and pollution such as noise, visual and other 
effects caused by the construction of new vessels 

(Kannan et al., 2020; 
Walker et al., 2019; Brand 

& Missaoui, 2014; 
Komiyama & Fujii, 2015) 

0.6 1.6 0. 09923 0.039047 

C7 
National 

authority and 
independence 

Political and strategic dimension 
(Shimbar & Ebrahimi, 

2020; Ribeiro et al., 2013) 
0.7 1.7 0.058371 0.022969 

C8 

Technological 
and 

infrastructure 
improvement 

The introduction of new technologies and infrastructure 
upgrades as a result of the expansion of shipbuilding. 

(Anandh & Raju, 2018; 
Rahman, 2017; Sharma, 
2017; cabral et al., 2014) 

0.1 1.1 0.053064 0.020881 

C9 
Development of 

Maritime 
transportation 

As a result of the expansion of shipbuilding, maritime 
transportation in the country has been facilitated and also 

the trade (the imports and exports rate) 

(International and EU 
Shipping report, 2015) 

0.1 1.1 0.04824 0.018983 

C10 
Specialist 

workforces’ 
attraction 

The development and prosperity of the shipbuilding 
industry requires the existence and absorption of 

specialist forces. 

(Nazemi et al., 2014; 
Experts panel) 

0.3 1.3 0.037108 0.014602 

C11 
Foreign 

investment 
The development and prosperity of the shipbuilding 

industry requires the foreign investments. 
(Karvetski et al., 2011; 

experts’ panel) 
0.4 1.4 0.026506 0.01043 

C12 
Standards and 

qualitative 
norms 

In order to shipbuilding industry progresses, compliance 
with standards, accordance to quality requirements, and 

customer satisfaction should be enhanced. 

(Alizadeh et al., 2020; 
experts’ panel) 

0.5 1.5 0.01767 0.006953 
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   The next section concentrates to determine the importance of criteria selected to know the relative 
weights of them. There are several methods in MADM tools that can be used in this step, among them 

SWARA method is selected as noted in previous sections. According to SWARA method, at first a 

qualitative questionnaire was conducted to determine the priority of the criteria. For this purpose, the 

respondents were asked to rate the importance of criteria identified in shipbuilding industry on a 5-points 
Likert scale (very low to very high importance). With using the average of scores obtained, the sequence 

of attributes was calculated. After that a questionnaire was designed to achieve relative importance of 

each criterion to the previous one. Calculation results by SWARA method are shown in table 3 in which 
the second to fourth steps of the SWARA are shown in columns 5 to 7. Finally, by taking the last step of 

the SWARA and normalizing the weights of criteria affecting the shipbuilding industry, their final 

weights are 276 presented in column 8. Results of conducted calculations (sequence of attribute ranks: 
Cost, Employment, Local income, Energy saving, Development of vessels export, Environment effects 

and pollution, National authority and independence, Technological and infrastructure improvement, 

Development of Maritime transportation, Specialist work forces attraction, Foreign investment, standards 

and qualitative norms): w1 =0.39; w2=0.2; w3 = 0.12; w4 = 0.08; w5 =0.06; w6 = 0.03; w7 = 0.022; w8 = 
0.02; w9 = 0.018; w10 = 0.014;  

w11 = 0.01; w12 = 0.0069) 

   As mentioned in previous sections, the criteria identified are based on sustainable development that can 
be summarized in three groups: economic, social, and environmental. A development is called 

sustainability, when it can keep the balances of these three pillars. However, the results of this section as 

shown in figure 3, is in opposition. Figure 3 shows the importance of criteria obtained from SWARA. It is 
obvious that not only significantly “cost” has been identified as the most important criterion, but also the 

weights of all economic attributes were heavier than that of other categories. Albeit a criterion such as 

“employment” is ranked in second place, generally the results show a strange disagreement. Despite the 

approach taken to achieve sustainability in the world and past research, still the share of economic 
concerns in our country is more enounced. All in all, there have been less developmental attitudes towards 

the balance between the pillars of sustainable development.  

 

 
Fig3. Comparative importance of criteria 

 

4-4- ranking of alternatives 
   After identifying the criteria weights, in this step, a questionnaire was conducted to determine the 
alternatives rank in which the respondents were asked to state the performance of the attributes in each 

alternative with using 5-points Likert scale (from very low to very high). Then qualitative information 

needs to be quantified once the information was collected. In the present work the COPRAS-G method 
was used to identify the alternatives preference. Table 4 represents the initial decision-making matrix. 

Based on COPRAS-G steps, table 5 summarizes the results to know the alternatives preference. 
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Table4. Initial matrix of expert opinion aggregation based on COPRAS-G 
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Table5. Results of COPRAS-G method 

 
Pi (Optimization direction 

is Maximization) 

Ri (Optimization direction 

is Minimization) 
Qi (Relative Significance) 

Ni (Utility Degree) in 

percentages 

Economic 0.173548554 0.183983304 116.363128166 52.13949 

Eco-Friendly 0.223380193 0.113645781 188.324888809 84.38381 

Midway 0.209567253 0.095874915 223.176572890 100 

 

   Regarded to the outcomes were presented on column 5 in table 5, The results demonstrate that the 

"Midway" was the most preferred option by the experts, the “Environmental” was the following and the 
“Economic” was the last one. Although the “economic” criteria were the most important one, the more 

relative alternative “Economic”, takes place as the last prefer alternative. The following section describes 

more detail about the results obtained.  

 

5- Results and discussion 
   The shipbuilding industry due to significant employment and turnover is considered as one of the major 
industries such as automobile and oil and gas industries. Long-term planning and appropriate policies are 

two main requirements to the development of this industry. 

   In this study, by presenting a hybrid method, it was attempted to show the application of MCDM 
methods by considering shipbuilding industry as one of the keys and certainly embarrassing industries in 

the country. At the stage of identifying future options, an MODM model was proposed. The Constraint 

method was applied to GAMS software to develop alternatives. So "economic", "Eco-Friendly" and 

“Midway" scenarios were designed in 2030 horizon that each of them had different profiles of merchant 
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fleets. Each of the scenarios optimized one of the target functions. Therefore, none of them can be 
preferred. For example, in the economic scenario, the ship construction cost objective function took the 

best score, but the other objective functions were not at optimal values. Consequently, to evaluate and 

rank the identified options, the criteria affecting the shipbuilding industry in different aspects of 

sustainable development were investigated and 12 criteria were identified. At this stage, the importance of 
the criteria was identified by SWARA method applying and experts judging. The "cost of construction" 

and "employment" was rated as the most important criteria (figure 4 up). Next, the scenarios were 

prioritized by COPRAS-G method applying and experts judging again. Ultimately the results indicated 
that the “midway” scenario which takes all aspects well into account (figure 4 down). 

 

 
Fig4. Integrated results of research 

 

   Figure 4 shows the final results the numerical example as a whole which decision makers can easily see 

and compare the results of all steps. The highlight of the results is that despite the relative importance of 

economic criteria has been choosen by respondents, the “economic” scenario is ultimately ranked at the 
last place. Besides The results indicated that the “midway” scenario was recognized as the preferred 

option, that is consistent with sustainable development goals. In fact the experts tendency to the 

importance of the criteria has not diverted them and they answered the questions about the alternatives 
performance actually. So the results of the second part of the study are in line with its aims (the need to 

pay attention to and try to achieve sustainable development) though the results of the first are inconsistent 

with this aim. It is hoped that in the future environmental and social criteria, which are two of the three 

most important pillars of sustainable development, will be of equal importance to the economic criteria, 
so that attention to development can display in our country. 

   Finally, with respect to the management and planning of the shipbuilding industry development in the 

country following highlights has been expressed: 
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 The shipbuilding industry dependent on the maritime transport, has a very swinging behavior. the 
harmony and movement with this swing is the undeniable principle of persistency and survival. 

 To upgrade existing technical cooperation programs and meet future needs for the development and 

management of the shipbuilding and maintenance sector, new sustainable funding sources and technical 

cooperation should be developed to maintain a sustainable transport system. 
 Continuous technological developments require the sharing of information, experience, and knowledge 

to maximize the benefits of new shipbuilding and cost-efficiency technologies in this sector 

 to prepare for all cargo types acceptance, extend the commercial activities, and maximize environmental 
performance, a shipbuilding industry must take the advantage of new technologies. Governments need 

to stimulate new technologies and innovations with this industry. 

 A sustainable shipbuilding industry needs a platform to facilitate innovation demonstrates new and 
applicable technologies. This requires partnerships between governments, shipbuilders, rating agencies, 

manufacturers, R&D institutions and universities. This should be accompanied by active promotion not 

only in shipbuilding but in related industries too. 

 Finally, it seems that the development of shipbuilding in Iran is not out of reach and quite feasible, 
competitiveness in shipbuilding depends on factors that cannot be realized alone and require serious 

attention from a wide and diverse range of institutions and organizations in different horizontal and 

vertical decision levels.  

6- Conclusion 
  Real-world decision-making problems are usually too complex and unstructured to be considered 

through the examination of a single criterion, or point of view that will lead to an optimum decision. 
Operating in the marketplace requires some knowledge of areas generating critical situations and 

insolvency (Zavadskas & Turskis, 2010). MCDM methods are an invaluable tool for managers or 

strategists who want to think through the future dimension of decisions and actions. They may also 

emphasize the importance of developing strategic options (Ram et al., 2011). In this study, it was 
attempted to identify and highlight the application of MCDM methods in different steps of decision-

making processes, including identifying and evaluating strategic options. After determining the 

alternatives with the MODM model, this study integrates SWARA and COPRAS-G methods to rank the 
options. The weights of criteria are calculated in order to determine the importance of criteria using 

SWARA method. Then, COPRAS-G method is used to rank the alternatives. After all, the 

recommendations for Shipbuilding industry development are provided as discussed in the last section.  
   The main limitations of this study were inaccessibility or the lack of up-to-date data. Another limitation 

of the study was inaccessibility to internal (macro-level decision makers) and external experts. As a 

result, questionnaires were sent to internal specialists who were available and willing to cooperate. 

   The future options of shipbuilding industry and the ranks of them has been illustrated in this research. In 
the following studies, strategic actions and operational planning can be designed to describe the path of 

achieving the options identified in this study. Due to existence of many challenges and uncertainties in 

both global and national level, it is suggested that to identify future options use other approaches such as 
multi-stage programming or robust optimization.  
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